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CYCLIC & SUSTAINED LOAD FLAW GROWTH
CHARACTERISTICSOF 6AI-4V TITANIUM
By
J. N. Masters
ABSTRACT
Plane-straln cyclic and sustained load .Clawgrowth characteristics were evalu-
ated For 6AI-4V titanium solution treated _nd aged for_ir_gs and weldment heat
affected zones (HAZ). Cyclic loud tests on both base me_l and HAZ were
performed at room temperature in air. Sustained load tests were performed on
base metal in the environment of n,trogen tetroxlde containing nitric oxide
contents ranging from about 0.30 to 0.65 percent. These tests were performed
at 70 and 90%.
Results of cyclic flaw growth data obtained are presented as represer,_edboth
by a least square fit of the data from fort/-flve data points, as well as a 99%
• lower confidence llne of the data. I_ it shown that of three forging heats
investigated, test scatter between heats is not important.
Results of sustained load tests in nitrogen tetroxide show t_at threshold sh_ss
intensity ratios increase steadily with increasing nitric oxide content. It is
concluded frorn this series of tests, that an increase in the existing lower limit
of nitric oxide content (presently set at 0.40 percent by NASA specification
MSC-PPD-2A) would be beneficial to service llfe of tlto'qum vessels.
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, FOREWORD
During the last two years, a rather extenslve study has been underway by
NASA/Manned Spacecraft Center, HoustonTexas, to assessand assurerhe
structural integrity of Apollo structure. Since several 6AI-4V titanium pressure
1 vesselsare involved, and since groundfailures of two of these vesselshave
been experienced, .:onsiderable effort has been devoted to the development of
data applicable to these vesselsand to the several environmentsto which they
are exposed. As part of this effort, NASA in 1966 requested the Space DivlsTon
of The Boeing Company to perform an investigation of flaw growth characteris-
tics of 6AI-4V titanium tankage material. This orlglnal work, performed under
NASA Contract 9-6665 dealt prlmar_ly wlth sustainedload flaw growth in
various environments. The program reported herein, was performed under NASA
Contract NAS 9-7637 and deals prlmar_.ly with cy:'.llc Io_d flaw growth. A
second p._asedealt with the sustainedload flaw growth behavior in an environ-
ment of nitrogen tehoxlde containing varying levels OFnitric oxide. Period
of performancewas October 26, 1967 thru July 1, 1968. The work was
administeredunder the direction of Mr. S. V. Glorloso at NASA/MSC.
Boeing personnelwho participated in the investigation include C. F. Tiffany,
ProgramSupervisor, and J. N. Masters, Technical Leader. Structural testing
• of specimenswas conducted by A. A. Ottlyk and G. E. Van Staal&.'ne.
The information contained in tkls report is also released as Boelng Document
D2-114298-1.
t
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SUMMARY
The objective c,: this program was to investigate cyclic flaw growth of
6AI-4V S.T.A. titanium alloy and the effect of nitric oxide content on the
threshold for constant stressflaw growth of this material in nitrogen tetroxide.
Tests were performed on uniaxially loaded pre-cracked surface flawed specimens
t:rom several different forgings. Sustained load tests were performed at test
temperatures of 70 and 9C,°Fin nitrogen tetroxlde containing nitric oxide
contents of about 0.30 thru 0.65 percent by weight. C/cllc tests were all
performe_Jin an environment of room temperature air.
Resultsof the cyclic tests are plotted in terms of stressintenslt) ratio versus
growth rate. Both nominal curves and lower 9_/o confidence curves are
shown. The effect of minimum to maximum cyclic stress(R value/ is shown as
a plot of relative cyclic life versus R value.
Results of the sustained load tests showed that threshold values increase slightly
with increasing nitric oxide content at both test temperatures. Additionally,
it was found that of two forgings used in these tests, threshold ratios (i.e.,
KII/KIc values below which growth did not take place) were similar, even
• though the actual Kic values for the two forgings were quite different.
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i2.0 MATERIALS
2.1 TITANIUM FORGINGS & WELDMENTS
- Basemetal soeclmenstested in this programwere machined from each of four
6AI-4V titanium forgings. One of these, supplied by Aerojet General Corpora- _.
tion (AJG) Dow_.ey, Callfom.lo, was a so!id motor case cyli_clrical forging.
Th|s forging was produced by Cameron Iron Works. Composition, heat treat,
a,ld tensile data are shownin Table I. The remaining three forgings were parts
of finish n_achlnedand heat treated Apollo SPSfuel and oxidizer cylindrical
sections. All base metal specimens(with the exception of one series) were
machinedsuch that loading was parallel to the hoop direction. A!i Apollo
tank material was solution treated and aged at 1100°F for 9 hours, plus stress
relieved at 1000°F For 4 hours.
Welded specimenswere machined from a girth weld taken from an Apollo SPS
oxidizer tar_kassembly. These specimenswere machined such that loading was
perpendicular to the weld centerline.
A summaryOFforging and weldment used in the various test series is shown in
Table II.
2.2 TEST FLUIDS
As shown in Table !1, one series of sustainedload tests was performed in nitrogen
tetrox;de containing varied levels of nitric oxide. Nitrogen tetroxlde was
prepared and used in Four separate samples, as shown in Tab!e II!. These
sampleswere preparedby transferring oxidizer directly from a single field
storage tank to either ,'- two-gallon or five-gallon transfer vessel. Nitri: oxide
content of the field supply was less than 0.10%. Nitric o:ide gas was then
added incrementally to the transfer vesselsuntil the desired level of NO was
approached.
NO content of the first two samplesprepared (samplesA and C) was measured
only once. On samplesB and D, several rec'dings_re taken during the course
of testing For determination of both water content and NO level. Representative
values are shownbelow Table III.
/_
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, 3.0 PROCEDURES
3.1 SPECIMEN FABRICATION
Pre:racked surface flaw specimens were used for all static toughness, sustained
load, and cyclic tests. Flaws were made by electric discharge machining (EDM)
a starter notch, and extending the notch by low stress tension fatigue. The fatigue
extension was accomplished at a maximum gross stress of 30 Ksl at 1800 cpm.
From 6000 to about 25,000 cycles were required, depending upon initial notch
dimensions. All precracklng was done in air at room temperature. Material
rot all specimens was supplied in the fully heat treated condition (i.e., solution
treated, aged and subsequently stress relieved).
Overall dimensionsfor the surface Flawed specimens were tailored to the size
and shape of available material. Thickness of the AJG forging was sufficient
to allow the use of flat specimens, Figure 1. Additional series of AJG speci-
mens were tested under cyclic loading with reduced thickness, and with both
reduced thickness and gage widths ;o check these variables.
Tests of Apollo tank cylinder materials utilized specimens of the configuration
shown in Figure 2(a). A secondary series of tests was performed with different
loading direction (See Figure 2(b)) and wltk varied gage width (0.50 - and
0. S0-inches) to check these variables. Thickness of all of the:e specimens was
• as-recelved representing final vessel wall thickness.
_Velded specimens, shown in Figure 3 were machined flat in the gage area to
pro.'ide the thickest possible uniform and flat section. Surface flaw was located
approximately 0.020-1nches away from the intersection of the fusion line with
ti;a surface in the heat affect zone. This Iocatic_n was selected on the basis of
test results of Reference 1. These tests indic_lted +hat crack initiation occurred
most readily in the weld centerllne, followed close:y by the location selected.
This location was selected because applied str_:ssesa.'e higher at this point.
3.2 FLAW GROWTH TEST SETUP
The sustained load test specimens were loaded in 10,000 lb. dead-load creep
machines. Those tests using nitrogen tetroxlde utilized _ setup as shown in
Figure 4, 5, and 6. Liquid was contained in two pressurized tanks connected
with flex lines to each other and to a small cup clamped to the test specimen.
Periodically, one of the tanks was raised or lowered so that the fluid would flow
through the specimen cup thus supplying fresh liquid. Temr,erature was controlled
by warm air supplied from Coates heaters. A schematic o.c _he fluid and
pressurization systemis shown in F!gure 7.
Cyclic tests were performed in an environmentally controlled iaboratory at the
Boeing Developmental Center in a Tinnlus Olden universal ten:;ile machine of
20,000 lb. capacity. ._
3
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3.3 EXPERIMENTALAPPROACH FOR SUSTAINED AND CYCLIC LOAD TESTS
mr
The approach used to define threshold stressintensity levels is shownschemati-
cally in Figure 8. The first surface flawed specimen (after determining the
static KIc valt,e) was loaded to a target stressintensity level less than critical
(i.e., an initial stressintensity value, Kli). The specimenwas held at constant
load until failure or for a predetermined thne (usually 24 to 48 hours). If
failure did not occur, the specimen was cycled in air in low stressfatigue to
:_ mark the flaw front, and then was pulled to failure. Evidence of sustained load
growth was then observed by a separation between the initial fatigue crack
extension and that of the Final marking. With either failure or evidence of
_rowth in the first specimen, subsequentspecimenswere loaded at successively
lower Kll values until neither failure nor growth took place. Usually, the
threshold value was bracketed with three to four specimens.
Cyclic testswere performed by programmingseveral series of tests ._nvolvlnq
several combinationsof initial flaw sizes and maximumapplied stress. The
general approach is shownschematically in Figure 9. Generally, three values
-_ of applied stress( al, n2, and a3) and three values of initial flaw size
(a/Q)1' %'/Q)2" and (a/Q) 3 were used. Majority of tests were targeted at
initial stressintensity values of about 75% of critical by using combinations of
• (a 3 x (a/Q)1, a 2 x (a/Q)2, and 01 x (a/Q) 3. Variations from these
,_ were then accomplished by using other combinations of flaw size and maxim.Jm
_: stressto develop other stressintensity ratios. In all cases, cycling was continued,
at approximately 5 to 10 cpm, until failure. Upon failure, the initial stress
intensity value was calculated using initial flaw size as measuredfrom specimen
photographs. Critical flaw sizes were not normally sufficiently well defined to
allow accurate calculation of Kic values.
3.4 STRESSINTENSITY SOLUTIONS
Initial and critical stress int_nslty values for flat specimens(i.e., flat in
the direction of loading) were calculated using the expression:
KI= 1.1a _ MK
Values for Ct and MK are _hown in Figures 10 and 11. Kobayashi's MK term
(the upper curve of Figure 11) was usedfor all specimenswhere a/2c values
were 0.29 or less; Smith's MK term wa_ usedfor a/2c values of 0.33 and greater;
and an average MK value between these limits was usedfor intermediate shapes.
Attempt was made to control a/2c value to 0.25 or less.
4
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• Stressintensity values for curved specimens(i.e., of the type shown in Figure 2a)
were calculafed using the expression:
= f'n'a MK + MB .B J _'aK I 1.1 a T Q • Q
where
oT = uniform grosstension stress, Ksl
OB = extrerne fiber bending stress, Ksl
Values of MB are shovm in Figure 12. The relationship of bendlng-to-tens|on
stressas determined in Reference 1 is shown in Figure 13.
5
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4.0 TEST RESULTS
A
4.I MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Room temperature tensileand 0._ yietd strength of the AJG forging ore
172.5and 160.6Ksi,respectively.ThesevoJues represent theaverageof three
tests. The overage of two tests of weldments were 135.2 Ksi tensile and 127.3
Ksi yield strength. Yield strength could not be measured on the thin propellant
tank material because of the curvature; c value of 155 Ksi was used in calcu-
lating stress intensities. Any error in using this assumedvalue shot,ld be less
than one percent.
" "_ PLANE STRAIN FRACTI.,,'RETOUGHNESS
PI.nnestrain toughnessvalues were determined at room temperature for the four
for_llngs and the one weldment. A summary of the vol:_esobtained is shown
in Table IV. Included in the table are four data points from Reference 1 for
the two Apollo fuel cylinder forgTngs.
The average Kic values for the Four forgings range from 41.9 to 48.6 Ksi ICOn.
..,hile the average weld HAZ value is 44.7 Ksi IJZn'.
4.3 SUSTAINED LOAD FLAW GROWTH
Sustained load subcritical flaw growth studies were performed with _ombinations
of the two Apollo fuel cylinder forgings and four batches of N20 4 (Reference
Tables !1 and liD. Tests were run at either 70° or 90°F. Test parameters and
results are included in Tables V and VI. These tables include specimen dimen-
sions, initial flaw size, test time and temperature, cc',culated initial stress
intensity values, and applied stress intensity ratios. These ratios represent the
applied initial stress intensity, Kll , divided by the respective average Kic
value as determined from static tests. Failure occurred in two test runs (i.e.,
specimen number 1-15 and 2-26). On the remaining specimens, amc,unt of
growth (in terms of percent increase in flaw depth) is shown.
4.4 CYCLIC LOAD FLAW GROWTH
Cyclic load subcrltlcal flaw growth studies were performed on three different
forg_ngs and one weld metc_lsample (Reference table II1.
C/cllc Test Series I (Baseline)
Table VII shows test parameters and results for the baseline tests using the
Aerojet forging, and a minimum to maximum cyclic stress ratio of 0, I0
(i.e., R = 0.10). Nominal gage thickness and width _f all of these specl-
menswere 0.100 x 0.800 inches (see Figure 1). Actual dimensions, measured
initial flaw sizes, applied cyclic stress, calculated Kll values, max Kli/l<lc
,._
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• ratios, and -_es-to.-failure are shown in the table. An average K, value
of 45.8 Ks: Jln was used in all casesto determine the stressintenslt_ ratio.
The data of Table VII are plotted in Figure 14 in terms of Kll/Kic ratios versus
cycJes to failure. Different maximumstresslevels are shownby different
symbols as noted in _hefigure. Solid curves shown in F_gure 14 representsa
best fit least square curve for the obtained data and a lower confidence band.
Details on construction of these curves are included in Section 5.2.
Cyclic Test Series II
The second series of cyclic tests was performed with material from Apollo
Fuel Cylinder //2 (See Table II) and under the same test conditions as that of
the baseline tests (i.e., room temperature air environment and R = 0.10).
Nominal gage thickness and width of all of these specimens were 0.056 x 0.500
inches (See Figure 2a). Actu._l dimensions, measured initial flaw sTzes, applied
cy:llc stress, calculated Kli values, maximum Kli,/KIc ratios, an_ cycles-ta-
ra:lure are shown in Table VIII. An average KIc value of 41.9 Ksl Ji_" was
used in all cases to determine the stress intensity ratio. The data of Table VIII
are plotted in Figure 15 in terms of Kll/Kic ratios versus cycles to failure.
The solid curve superimposed in the figure represents the baseline test curve.
As shown in this figure, all data points fall short of the baseline curve.
Cyclic Test Series III
This series of tests was performed using material from Apollo Oxidizer Cylinder
//1, and under the same test conditions as that of the baseline tests (i.e.,
room temperature air environment and R = 0.10). Nominal thickness was
0.065 inches, specimen wldth was varied from 0.50 to 0.80-inches, and tests
were performed in both directions ("L" and %" directions) as shown in Table IV.
Note that specimen curvature wlth respect to direction of loading is involved
in the "L" specimens. Test data is included in Table IX and is plotted in
Figure 16. Kic values of 47.3 and 43.0 KH _ in the "L" and "T" directions,
respectively, were used to calcUlate stress intensity ratios. While the points
as plotted in Figure 16 generally Fall to the left of the baseline curve, there
is no major effect in cyclic llfe of the specimen width and test dlrectlon
variables. It is possible that errors are involved in the stress intensity solution
for curved specimens, however, such errors would tend to be mlnlmlz. _ when
data is plotted in terms of stress intensity ratios instead of actual appllea KII
values.
Cyclic Test Serle IV
This seriesof tesfs was programmedprimarily to check thickness effects, and i_
J also to provide c secondcheck on specimenwidth effects. Accordingly_ the
7
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baseline forging (i.e., Aerojet forging) was used but thickness was reduced
to 0.060. Specimen width again was controlled to values of 0.50- and 0.80-
inches. Raw date is included in Table X and the results are plotted in Figure
17. As would be expected, the reduced thlckn.n_s results in a reduction in
cyclic llfe; specimen width within "he range tested has little if any effect.
Cyclic Test SeriesV
This last series of base metal tests involved investigation of varying minimum-
to-maxlmum cyclic stressratios. These tests made use of the same Forging,
specimen size, and maximum cycli,; stresslevels as used in the baseline test
series. Test data for R rallies of 0.40 and 0.70 are included in Tables XI
1 and XII, respectively. Results are plotted in Figures 18 and 19, respectively.
It is noted that these results exhibit somewhat more scatter l'han observed in
previous figures. This is felt to stem primarily from the fact that initial
flaw sizes were quite difficult to measure. Text_,_ of the initial flaw tends
to blend with the texture of the area of cyclic growth. Thus, much of the
apparent data scatter, especially at the highest R values and at the lowest
stress intensity ratios, probably results from errors in flaw size measurement.
Weldment Cyclic Tests
"i'al_le Xlil and Figure 20 contain the data applicable to cyclic tests performed
on an Apollo tank weldment: with flaws located in the heat affected zone. An
average Kic value of 44.7 Ksl _Tn was used in calculating stress intensity ratios.
In general, critical flaw sizes were not well defined. It does appear that in
most if not all of the specimens cycled at a stress of I06 Ksi and lower, the
flaw grew through the thickness prior to failure. This would be consistent
wlfh expected behavior only if increase in flaw depth occurred without a
proportional increose in flaw length, 2c. For instance, for an a/2c value of
about 0.35, calculated critical depth is slightly in excess of the thickness.
Observation of the specimens cycled at 118 Ksl tends to confirm that this did
happen. Whlie the growth pattern in tkese specimens was impossible to measure
accurately, it appears that most growth occurred in the depth direction. Th;s
is contrary to the usual behavior of ._hebase metal specimens. Some increase in
a/2c values occurred during cycling, but not to this extent. Regardless, the
weldment data at the lower cyclic stress levels is of only limited value. Such
data are marked with a "T" synbol in Figure 20.
*®
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5.0 DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 SUSTAINED LCAD BEHAVIOR
The results of the sustained load te_ts performed in the environment of N20 4
(Tal:les V and Vi) are ploffed in Figures 21 and 22 for test temperatures of 70°
and 90°F, respectively. Data is plotted in terms of applied stressintensity
against NO content. Data points reflect applicable forging, and increase, if
any, in flaw growth during the sustainedload period. Curves are drawn which
reflect best estimatesof the actual threshold values at the various NO levels
tested. Resultsof Reference 1 testing are included for cumparison. This includes
an actual de.ta point for the 70°F tests as shown in Figure 21, and an interpo-
lated point for the 90°F test in Figure 22.
Two important conclusions can be drawn from the curves _f Figures 21 and 22.
First, threshold values inc,'ease steadily with increasing NO content through the
range tested. This suggeststhat, in terms of vessel performance, an increase
in the lower specification limit OF NO content (presently set at 0.40 percent)
would be desirable.
- Secondly, it is observed that threshold ratios are relatively unaffected by rather
large variations in actual toughness of different forglngs. It is noted that the
KIc values of the two forglngs tested are 48.6 Ksl _ for Fuel Cylinder #1
and 41.9 Ksi,F_ for Fuel Cylinder //2; however, the threshold ratios appear
to be quite slmflar.
5.2 CYCLIC FLAW GROWTH BEHAVIOR
5.2.1 Base Line Data
,_s noted in Sectlon 4.4 a least square curve and a 99 percent confidence line
were computedfor all of the base line data and are shown in Figure 14. From
_bservatlon of the actual data polnts of Figure 14 one might conclude that
there is a stress level effect, and that lumping specimensof ai_ stresslevels
may not be reasonable. Note tha from these data, it appears that the greater
cyclic lives tend to be associated with the higher cycllc stresses. This, of
course is the opposite of expected behavior based upon growth rate Ir,.vs whlch
predlct that cyc'.ic growth rate is related prlmarily to the applied elastic stress
intensity. Thai" is:
da
- _(K ._K)dN max'
Although successful correlations have been establlshed for Iimlted amounts of
data using such laws, they have proved inadequate when compared to the broad
9
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trend of cyclic crack gro _th data. Use of any of these laws, though would
lead to a conclusion that highest cyclic stress at a giwn initial K level would
result in the shortest cyclic life. This is not borne out in the data of Figure 14.
Rather, it is felt that if any apparent stress dependence exists, it would be
related to deep flaw effects. That is, for relatively low stresses, the flaws would
grow deep with respect to thickness, and this extension would progress at a
r_.nreacce!erated rate than that of shallow flaws. This was briefly investigated
as follows.
A cycles-to-failure curve was faired through the data points of the 0.100-1nch
' thick AJG forging specimens cycled at a maximum cyclic stress of 126 Ksi.
Final flaw sizes (critical size1 for these specimens were apparently not very
deep and were thus least affected by deep Flaw magnification. This curve
was differentiated to obtain growth rates. Next, a specimen Ispeclmen Kl-lc
fro_l Table VII) of the same forging, but cycled at 96 Ksl, was selected for
comparison. This speclmen failed in 136 cycles at an initial stress intensity
ratio of 0.769. This ratio intersects the 126 Ksl curve at 320 cycles. By
using initial flaw size in specimen Kl-lc, and re-integrating the 126 Ksl
rate cur le (now accountlng for changes in deep flaw effects) a predicted
cyclic life of 276 cycles was calcul'_ted. This is only slightly less than that
suggestedby the high stressdata points, and of course, still about twice th_
actual life of the specimen.
Sasedon the above, it is believed that stresslevel had little real influence
on the data of Figure 14. All data points were thus usedto develop the best
fit least square curve shown. An addltlonal point of K../K. = 1 and N -- 1 was
. , . ,, . II |C
also "Jsed. The curve was aevelopea using a compurer program (DATAN), which
isolates and analyzes the prominent geometrlc characteristics of the data and
prescribes an appropriate fitting function with sirn!lar geometric characterlstlcs.
It fits the least square curves of various degrees of polynomials and rational
functions if the data is asymptotic. It then chooses the one which has the
least error. The best fit least square curve for the data is represented by the
fol lowing equatlon:
KII/KIc -- A + B IOglo N + C(Iogl0 N)2
where A = 0.99976, B = 0.01942, C = 0.04996
Since tt_e ratio of stressintensifies, K II/KIc contains errols due to measurements
of flaw sizes, stress levels, etc., Kll/Kic is taken as dependent variable and
N as an independent variable in the above fit.
IJtillzlng the above least square curve and data points, standard en_,r c._ estimate
for Kll/Kic is established whlch is 0.02267.
10
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Examining the scatter of data points wlrh compari_n to the least square curve
very carefully in Figure 14, it is concluded that the variance of KIT/KIc is
nearly constant in the range of data, i.e., N equal or greater than 40. It
is also known that For any degree of confidence band, the curve has to pass
Kll =through the point N = 1 and /Kic 1. Hence the variance of Kll,/Kic
at Kjl/Kic = 1 and N = 1 is zero. It is then assumedthat the variance of
Kll/Kic varies linearly between N = 1 and N = 40 and for N >140 it has the
constant value as established from the data and the least square curve. Based
on these assumptionsand using tee student's t - distribution table for 43 (46-3)
degrees of freedom, 99.1 confidence band is established which is shown in
Figure 14. Differentiating the least ._quarecurve and the 99% confidence curve
gives the growth rate curves of Figure 23.
5.2.2 Heat-to-Heat Variation
While it was the original intent to provide a direct comparison of the effect
on cyclic behavior of different forglngs, unfortunately, available raw material
was thinner than desired, and the tests were compllc_ted by this second variable.
The series of reduced thickness AJG forging tests were thus programmed. The
results of these tests along with the two other thin forglngs are all plotted in
Figure 24. For comparison, the upper and lower bound curves of 'he base llne
data is inc!uded in tke Figure. While the thin specimen data generally falls to
the left of the base llne data, _ignlflcantly there is no noticeable difference
between the three sets of thin specimens. To determine the cause of the reduced
cyclic llfe of the thln specimens, an excerclse similar to that noted earlier
was performed. Specimen GI-13A (See Table X), an AJC. reduced thickness
specimen was selected. Th|s specimen was sdected because both inlt|al and
critical flaw sizes were relatively well defined. This specimen failed in 397
cycles at an initial stress intens|._y ratio of 0.666. Initial and critical flaw
depth, a, and length, 2c, were 0.0272 x 0.131, and 0.04_) x 0. 165-1nches,
respe.:fively. It was assumedthat flaw shape changes (a,/2c values) progressed
in a linear manner from inltial-to-critlcal. Using the least square rate data, and
accounting for deep flaw effects, it was predicted that the cyclic llfe of this
"peclmen was 412 cycles. (San,pie calculc_tions are shown in Table XIb0 Note
that the stress intensity ratio of 0.666 llne intersects the thick specimen curve
at about 630 cycles.
From the above, it is conclu_Jedthat the apparent differences between the cyclic
behavior of the Apollo forgl,gs and the AJG forglngs stem almost entirely from
specimen dimension variables, and do not represent a slgniFicant raw material
variable.
5,2.3 The EFFectof Varylng R Values
, ,
In Figures 18 and 19, nominal curves were drawn t_ru the data points of the
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specimens tested at R = 0.40 and R = 0.70. 1he curves represent a Fixed
percentage, at each K level, to the right of the least square curve generated
from the base llne dai'a (i.e., the R = 0.10 dal'a). Actual relative lives are
1.68 and 18.1 times the base llne lives for the R = 0.40 and R :- 0.70 data,
h.ese numbers were compared withrespectively. For purposes of comparison, "
values prudlcted by several growth rate laws. These included an estimate by
Roberts and Erdogan (Ref. 2_:
da - f 1(1 +/_ )2 ,relative dN ( _Ki4'
I
K _ K
max mln
where _ = 2 _,K
an estimate by Krafft (Ref. 3):
da
relative dN - f (_')
C
._ K - K
where y = max mln & f (1') = jl - (1 -Y )2] [1 + Y 14;" K
max
and an estimate by Forman (Ref. 4):
do ( _ K)n7elative -
dH (1 - R) Kic - _K
A comparison of these resul,'s is made in Figure 25. It is nol-ed that all of
the above laws tend to over estimate cyclic llfe at low R values and under
estimate the life at high R values, when compared to the experimental data.
For purposes of analyzing 6AI-4V STA vessels, it is recommended that the
experimentally derived curve shown in Figure 25 be used.
o_
5.2.4 Weldment Data
Figure 20 showed weldment HA7 cyclic data and compared that data with the
base llne base metal least square curve. The weldment cyclic lives are in all
cases above the base metal curve. It was observed that fracture faces of these
specimens exhibited very coarse texture and flaw peripheries were quite jagged
when viewed from the dlrection of crack propagation. Presumably these
irregular;ties attributed to the higher apparent cyclic lives of these speclmens,
because the apparent critical toughness values would probably be elevated. In
12
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!effect ._hiswould result in an effective initial stress intenslty ratio lower than
calculated. Since mlcrostructure can vary markedly throughout the heat affected
zone, cyclic behaw'or would also be expected to vary. It is therel:or=
considered that these higher values should r,ot be used in vessel analysis: it
is presently recommended that the base metal growth rates be used for beth base
rnetal, and weld metal analyses.
J
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Resultsof sustainedload tests oF 6AI-4V forgings in the environment of
nitrogen tetroxide showthat;
o) Thresholdratios increase steadily with increasing NO content, in
terms of vessel performance, this _uggeststhat an increase in the
lower specification limit (presently set at 0.40 percent NO)
would be desirable.
, b/ Thresholdratios are relatively unaffected by rather wide variations in
actual Kic values.
2. Re_ul*.-_of the c_cl_c tests show that;
a) Of the three forging heats tested, heat-to-heat variations in
cyclic behavior are insignificant.
b/ When compared with the experimental results, existing growth rate
laws over estimate cyclic life at low R values and under estimate
cyclic life at high R values.
c) Cyclic life of specimensflawed in the weld heat affected zone
appear to be higher than that of base metal. However, since
; microstructure (and presumably, fracl_sre characteristics) can vary markedly
throughoutt.he heat affected zone, it is presently recommendedthut
the base metal growth rates be usedfor both base metal and weldment
analys;.s.
14
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